
T240

E119

C285

Mounts on apparatus for easy accessibility. Convenient, snap action aluminum 
holder complete with two spanners for any style or size coupling from 11/4" to 4".
Also includes an adjustable hydrant wrench for pentagon nuts up to 13/4" or square
nuts to 11/4". Hydrant wrench fits 21/2" couplings. Ductile iron zinc plated head.
Handle is steel zinc plated. Ship. wt. 9 lbs. 

H711 Holder with Two Wrenches $59.95
L780 Holder w/Two Spanner Wrenches and Hydrant Wrench $87.95

T240 - Adjusts to pentagon nuts from 11/4" to 13/4" or square nuts to 11/4".
Replaceable brass insert protects hydrant nut. Also fits 21/2" to 41/2" couplings.

E119 - Malleable iron, cadmium plated hydrant wrench adjusts to pentagon nuts
from 11/4" to 13/4" or square nuts to 11/4". Fits couplings from 11/2" to 6".

C285 - Zinc plated ductile iron head and 7/8" steel handle. Opening accepts any 
pentagon nut up to 13/4" or 11/4" square nut. Fits 21/2" pin or rocker lug. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

This wrench  is stronger than most wrenches that are many times heavier because
it’s made from aerospace alloy aluminum. This means it’s ultra-light (less than 2 lbs.)
and super strong, so you can really lean into the wrench. Plus, it’s non-sparking, so
it’s safe to use in hazardous situations. This unique wrench is designed to meet a
wide range of firefighter’s needs including a built-in gas cock shut-off.  Fits nearly
all standard hydrant nuts. Spanner feature fits up to 6" hose, including Angus and
Storz, pin and rocker lugs. Bright red “Sure Grip” handle provides a durable, non-
slip surface that won’t get away from you. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

The Ratch-It™ Hydrant Wrench is adjustable, simple to use, extra heavy duty, and
reversible; the ideal flushing tool. Features simple thumb action pawl. It’s heat treat-
ed and zinc plated so it won’t rust. Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

D. Hydrant Wrench Hand Tool

Lightweight
Super Strong

AJ282 Hydrant Wrench Hand Tool $89.95

B. Pentagon Ratchet Hydrant Wrenches

C. The Only Hydrant Wrench You’ll Ever Need

AM09501 Hydrant Wrench up to 1" Stem $83.95
AM09502 Hydrant Wrench up to 11/2" Stem $83.95

Invented by a firefighter. There’s no adjusting with screws and ratchets that can slip
and damage hydrant stems. It will actually turn many stems that are too badly worn
for conventional wrenches. Just put the opening in the wrench head over the stem
and pull the handle; the harder you pull the tighter the head grips without slipping
off. To release just let loose and lift it off the stem. Conveniently placed on the 
handle is a spanner wrench to handle 21/2" couplings and larger. Will work on most
square and pentagon stems. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

Specify Pentagon Socket Size: 11/2", 13/4", 2"
J796 Pentagon Ratchet Hydrant Wrench, 161/8" $200.95
J797 Pentagon Ratchet Hydrant Wrench, 211/8" $232.95

T240 Hydrant Wrench $64.95
E119 Hydrant Wrench $27.95
C285 Hydrant Wrench $21.95

E. Ratch-It ™ Hydrant Wrench

AM097 Ratch-It™ Hydrant Wrench $182.95

A. Hydrant Wrenches

Unique bolt-thru design
Opens and closes any hydrant in 
only a 221/2" swing
Sockets adjust by thumb screw

Socket has 9/16" square opening 
on back side of socket head
Length: 211/8"
Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

Sure-grip handle
Ergonomic Design

Less Stress
Non-Sparking

F. Wrench Holder Set 
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